GOOD NEWS FROM YOUR LOCAL ANCHORMEN

The Romans Road To Salvation

Presented By Chris Treborn & Soul Anchor Music
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INTRODUCTION

MISSION / PURPOSE STATEMENT

The Romans Road To Salvation

Our plan & purpose is to share the Gospel also known as

lays out the plan of salvation through a series of Bible verses

the Good News through The Romans Road To Salvation

from the book of Romans. When arranged in order, these verses

One way to share this will be through rhythm and poetry from

form an easy, systematic way of explaining the message of

Chris Treborn of AnchorMEN

salvation & hope in Christ, Jesus.
You can find the musical soundtrack @ TRRTS.com/Soundtrack
There are many different versions of The Romans Road

With this project, you too will be able to equip your family with

To Salvation with slight variations in Scriptures, but

the tools needed to travel down the road of righteousness.

the basic message and method is the same. Many people
memorize and use The Romans Road To Salvation when sharing

The Roman Road To Salvation is intended for every one!

the Good News. This is what we plan to do. Share the Good News
as AnchorMEN with our families and our local communities.

Our aim with this project will be adolescents from ages 4-14. We
love the youth and know they are the future of humanity. We in
tend on reaching them and teaching them these simple truths.

By using Hip Hop Culture and Rap Music as a tool, we can speak
the language of the generations and reach beyond our immediate
surroundings.
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As products of Hip Hop we can be a voice enabled
to share the Good News beyond the Church and the Community
the help of our local Churches and Communities,
we as AnchorMEN can spread the word to God’s glory.

Our intent is not limited to human resources either.
By God’s will, we will be able to share
The Romans Road To Salvation beyond music,
church and community.
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STEP I. SCRIPTURE

The 1st step on
The Romans Road to Salvation

Romans 3:23

Romans 3:10-18

Since all have sinned and are falling short of the
honor and glory which God bestows and receives.

As it is written, None is righteous, just and
truthful and upright and conscientious, no, not
one. No one understands [no one intelligently
discerns or comprehends]; no one seeks out God.
All have turned aside; together they have gone
wrong and have become unprofitable and
worthless; no one does right, not even one! Their
throat is a yawning grave; they use their tongues
to deceive (to mislead and to deal
treacherously). The venom of asps is beneath
their lips. Their mouth is full of cursing and
bitterness. Their feet are swift to shed blood.
Destruction [as it dashes them to pieces] and
misery mark their ways. And they have no
experience of the way of peace [they know
nothing about peace, for a peaceful way they do
not even recognize]. There is no [reverential] fear
of God before their eyes.

is Romans 3:23,
“All of us have sinned & fallen
short of God’s glory.”
We have all done things that
are displeasing to God.
Romans 3:10-18 gives a
detailed picture of what sin
looks like in our lives.
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STEP I. KEYWORDS

SIN.

FALLEN.

noun

verb

1. transgression of divine law: the sin of

1. past participle of fall.

Adam.

adjective

2. any act regarded as such a

2. having dropped or come down from a

transgression, especially a willful or

higher place, from an upright

deliberate violation of some religious

position, or from a higher level,

or moral principle.

degree, amount, quality, value,

3. any reprehensible or regrettable

number, etc.

action, behavior, lapse, etc.; great

3. on the ground; prostrate; down flat:

fault or offense: It's a sin to waste

Exhausted, the racers lay fallen by the

time.

road.

verb (used without object)

4. degraded or immoral.

4. to commit a sinful act.

5. (of a woman) having lost her chastity.

5. to offend against a principle,

6. overthrown, destroyed, or conquered:

standard, etc.

a fallen city.
7. dead: fallen troops.
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SHORT.

STANDARD.

noun, verb, adjective

noun

1. having little length; not long.

1. something considered by an authority

2. brief in duration; not extensive in

or by general consent as a basis of

time: a short wait.

comparison; an approved model.

3. brief or concise, as writing.

2. an object that is regarded as the

4. rudely brief; abrupt; hurting: short

usual or most common size or form

behavior.

of its kind: We stock the deluxe

5. low in amount; scanty: short rations.

models as well as the standards.

6. not reaching a point, mark, target, or

3. a rule or principle that is used as a

the like; not long enough or far

basis for judgment: They tried to

enough.

establish standards for a new

7. below the standard in extent,

philosophical approach.

quantity, duration, etc.: short

4. standards, those morals, ethics,

measure.

habits, etc., established by authority,
custom, or an individual as
acceptable: He tried to live up to his
father's standards.
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STEP I. ILLUSTRATION

The standard set before us is the goal of throwing a baseball and
hitting the moon. Well, I might be able to throw it further than
you, but we all fall short of that goal. We miss the mark.

Just as we fall short from this task, we also fall short of the
standard God has set for us. Jesus is the perfect example of God’s
intent for a human being. Humble. Obedient. Sin-less! To avoid
falling with the rest of mankind, we need to be caught by the
loving arms of a savior.

We need a hero. We need a superhero!
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STEP II. SCRIPTURE

The 2nd step on
The Romans Road To Salvation

Romans 6:23

Romans 5:12

For the wages which sin pays is death, but the
[bountiful] free gift of God is eternal life through
(in union with) Jesus Christ our Lord.

Therefore, as sin came into the world through
one man, and death as the result of sin, so death
spread to all men, [no one being able to stop it or
to escape its power] because all men sinned.

teaches us about the
consequences of sin –
“For the wages of sin is death;
but the gift of God is eternal
life through Jesus Christ our
Lord.”
The punishment that we have
earned for our sins is death.
Not just physical death, but
eternal death!
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STEP II. KEYWORDS

DEBT.

WAGES.

noun

noun

1. something that is owed or that one is

1. often, wages. money that is paid or

bound to pay to or perform for

received for work or services, as by

another: a debt of $50.

the hour, day, or week. Compare

2. a liability or obligation to pay or

living wage, minimum wage.

render something: My debt to her for

2. usually, wages. Economics . the

advice is not to be discharged easily.

share of the products of industry

3. the condition of being under such an

received by labor for its work (as

obligation: His gambling losses put

distinct from the share going to

him deeply in debt.

capital).

4. Theology . an offense requiring

3. usually, wages. ( used with a singular

reparation; a sin; a trespass.

or plural verb ) recompense or return:
The wages of sin is death.
4. obsolete . a pledge or security.
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DEATH.

ETERNAL.

noun

adjective

1. the act of dying; the end of life; the

1. without beginning or end; lasting

total and permanent cessation of all

forever; always existing (opposed to

the vital functions of an organism.

temporal ): eternal life.

Compare brain death.

2. perpetual; ceaseless; endless: eternal

2. an instance of this: a death in the

quarreling; eternal chatter.

family; letters published after his

3. enduring; immutable: eternal

death.

principles.

3. the state of being dead: to lie still in

4. metaphysics . existing outside all

death.

relations of time; not subject to

4. extinction; destruction: It will

change.

mean the death of our hopes.
5. manner of dying: a hero's death.

noun

5. something that is eternal.
6. the Eternal, God.
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STEP II. ILLUSTRATION

Our life is like the aglet of a shoelace. Our death is not even a
period, it is just a comma. Therefore, the endless shoelace
represents eternity. Life after Death, with or without God! Don’t
let the world lie to you with their YOLO slogan and lifestyle. That
is reckless behavior. You need to invest today and sew today what
you want to benefit from and reap tomorrow.

Crossover, from death to life. What’s the hold up in accepting
Christ? Let’s not be stopped dead in our tracks. Let’s continue
down the path of righteousness. Let’s go along the Romans Road
to Salvation and learn the steps we need to take.
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STEP III. SCRIPTURE

The 3rd step on
The Romans Road To Salvation
picks up where Romans 6:23

Romans 6:23

Romans 5:8

For the wages which sin pays is death,

But God shows and clearly proves His [own]

but the [bountiful] free gift of God is eternal life

love for us by the fact that while we were still

through (in union with) Jesus Christ our Lord.

sinners, Christ (the Messiah, the Anointed One)
died for us.

left off, “but the gift of God is
eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Lord.”
Romans 5:8 declares, “But God
demonstrates His own love
toward us, in that while we
were still sinners, Christ died
for us.”
Jesus’ death paid for the price
of our sins. Jesus’ resurrection
proves that God accepted
Jesus’ death as the payment
for our sins.
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STEP III. KEYWORDS

GIFT.

LIFE.

noun

noun, plural lives

1. something given voluntarily without

1. the condition that distinguishes

payment in return, as to show favor

organisms from inorganic objects and

toward someone, honor an occasion,

dead organisms, being manifested by

or make a gesture of assistance;

growth through metabolism,

present.

reproduction, and the power of

2. the act of giving.

adaptation to environment through

3. something bestowed or acquired

changes originating internally.

without any particular effort by the

2. the sum of the distinguishing

recipient or without its being earned:

phenomena of organisms, especially

Those extra points he got in the game

metabolism, growth, reproduction,

were a total gift.

and adaptation to environment.

4. a special ability or capacity; natural

3. the animate existence or period of

endowment; talent: the gift of saying

animate existence of an individual: to

the right thing at the right time.

risk one's life; a short life and a merry

verb (used with object)

one.
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LOVE.

PAID.

verb (used with object), loved, lov·ing.

verb (used with object), paid or
payed, pay·ing.

1. to have love or affection for: All her
pupils love her.

1. to settle (a debt, obligation, etc.), as

2. to have a profoundly tender,

by transferring money or goods, or by

passionate affection for (another

doing something: Please pay your bill.

person).

2. to give over (a certain amount of

3. to have a strong liking for; take great

money) in exchange for something:

pleasure in: to love music.

He paid twenty dollars for the shirt.

4. to need or require; benefit greatly

3. to defray (cost or expense).

from: Plants love sunlight.

4. to give compensation for.
5. to yield a recompense or return to; be

verb (used without object), loved, lov·ing.

profitable to: Your training will pay
you well in the future.

5. to have love or affection for another

6. to requite, as for good, harm, or an

person; be in love.

offense: How can I pay her for her
kindness and generosity?
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STEP III. ILLUSTRATION

What is the greatest gift you have ever received?

This isn’t a gift exchange.

I bet it was a surprise or a gift you didn’t expect. What makes it
even better is when you receive it even though you did nothing to
deserve it. It was given just because. Out of the heart of the
giver. These gifts that are unconditional are given with nothing
expected in return. Why lessen the value of a gift by expecting to
return a gift?

This is the greatest gift that you will never want to exchange. This
is a present. Jesus has blessed us with his presence... and his
presents. Not only that, but know that the best gifts are free!
Will you accept the gift?
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STEP IV. SCRIPTURE

The 4th step on
The Romans Road To Salvation
is Romans 10:9,

Romans 10:9

Romans 10:13

Because if you acknowledge and confess with

For everyone who calls upon the name of the

your lips that Jesus is Lord and in your heart

Lord [invoking Him as Lord] will be saved.

believe (adhere to, trust in, and rely on the truth)

“that if you confess with your

that God raised Him from the dead, you will be

mouth Jesus as Lord, and

saved.

believe in your heart that God
raised Him from the dead, you
will be saved.” Because of
Jesus’ death on our behalf, all
we have to do is believe in
Him, trusting His death as the
payment for our sins – and we
will be saved!
Romans 10:13 says it again,
“for everyone who calls on the
name of the Lord will be
saved.” Jesus died to pay the
penalty for our sins and rescue
us from eternal death.
Salvation, the forgiveness
of sins, is available to anyone.
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STEP IV. KEYWORDS

CALL.

CONFESS.

verb (used with object)

verb (used with object)

1. to cry out in a loud voice; shout: He

1. to acknowledge or avow (a fault,

called her name to see if she was

crime, misdeed, weakness, etc.) by

home.

way of revelation.

2. to command or request to come;

2. to own or admit as true: I must

summon: to call a dog; to call a cab;

confess that I haven't read the book.

to call a witness.

3. to declare or acknowledge (one's

3. to ask or invite to come: Will you call

sins), especially to God or a priest in

the family to dinner?

order to obtain absolution.

4. to communicate or try to

4. (of a priest) to hear the confession of

communicate with by telephone: Call

(a person).

me when you arrive.

5. to acknowledge one's belief or faith

5. to rouse from sleep, as by a call;

in; declare adherence to.

waken: Call me at eight o'clock.

6. to reveal by circumstances.

6. to read over (a roll or a list) in a loud
voice.
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BELIEVE.

RESCUE.

verb (used without object), be·lieved, be·liev·ing.

verb (used with object), res·cued, res·cu·ing.

1. to have confidence in the truth, the

1. to free or deliver from confinement,

existence, or the reliability of

violence, danger, or evil.

something, although without absolute

2. Law. to liberate or take by forcible or

proof that one is right in doing so:

illegal means from lawful custody.

Only if one believes in something can

noun

one act purposefully.

3. the act of rescuing.

verb (used with object), be·lieved, be·liev·ing.

2. to have confidence or faith in the
truth of (a positive assertion, story,
etc.); give credence to.
3. to have confidence in the assertions
of (a person).
4. to suppose or assume; understand
(usually followed by a noun clause):
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STEP IV. ILLUSTRATION

On game shows they sometimes have an option called a lifeline. In
this lifeline you are able to phone a friend for help. Have you ever
had a question you couldn’t answer, or a problem you couldn't
solve on your own? Well, this is probably assuming you are not
using Google to figure it out. I’m talking before the internet.
Although we are in the information age, we used to call for help.

What about Gothem City? How do they call Batman when the
police cannot defeat the villains? They turn on the Bat-Signal. A
huge light that shines in the sky with the Bat-Symbol. Not only
does this call upon the services of Batman, this also strikes fear in
the hearts of evil-doers.
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Okay, we are talking about a fictional character, but I want you to
get the point. We need to call on a hero to help us defeat evil. We
cannot do it ourselves.

We can’t just fix everything with Google. What we need is a
personal friend to fight for us. To get our backs when we are in
trouble. And as sinners, we are convicted to do better. We have also
learned so far that we fall short of the standard set before us.

That is why we need a hero. A superhero. A savior!
This is why we must call upon Jesus as our Christ, our Messiah.
By confessing we can’t do it alone, we call Him to aid us in our
time of need.

Thank you Jesus for saving the day!
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STEP V. SCRIPTURE

The final aspect of
The Romans Road To Salvation
is the result of salvation.
Romans 5:1 has this wonderful
message, “Therefore, since we
have been justified through

Romans 5:1

Romans 8:1

Therefore, since we are justified (acquitted,

Therefore, [there is] now no condemnation

declared righteous, and given a right standing

(no adjudging guilty of wrong) for those who are

with God) through faith, let us [grasp the fact

in Christ Jesus, who live [and] walk not after the

that we] have [the peace of reconciliation to hold

dictates of the flesh, but after the dictates of the

and to enjoy] peace with God through our Lord

Spirit.

Jesus Christ (the Messiah, the Anointed One).

faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus
Christ.” Through Jesus Christ
we can have a relationship of
peace with God.
Romans 8:1 teaches us,
“Therefore, there is now no
condemnation for those who
are in Christ Jesus.” Because
of Jesus’ death on our behalf,
we will never be condemned
for our sins.
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STEP V. KEYWORDS

JUSTIFIED.

FAITH.

verb (used with object), jus·ti·fied, jus·ti·fy·ing.

noun

1. to show (an act, claim, statement,

1. confidence or trust in a person or

etc.) to be just or right: The end does

thing: faith in another's ability.

not always justify the means.

2. belief that is not based on proof: He

2. to defend or uphold as warranted or

had faith that the hypothesis would

well-grounded: Don't try to justify his

be substantiated by fact.

rudeness.

3. belief in anything, as a code of ethics,

3. Theology . to declare innocent or

standards of merit, etc.: to be of the

guiltless; absolve; acquit.

same faith with someone concerning
honesty.

jus·ti·fy·ing.

4. a system of religious belief: the
Christian faith; the Jewish faith.

4. Law.

5. Christian Theology . the trust in God

a. to show a satisfactory reason or

and in His promises as made through

excuse for something done.

Christ and the Scriptures by

b. to qualify as bail or surety.

which humans are justified or saved.
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PEACE.

RELATIONSHIP.

noun

noun

1. the normal, nonwarring condition of a

1. a connection, association, or

nation, group of nations, or the world.

involvement.

2. a state of mutual harmony between

2. connection between persons by

people or groups, especially in

blood or marriage.

personal relations: Try to live in peace

3. an emotional or other connection

with your neighbors.

between people: the relationship

3. the normal freedom from civil

between teachers and students.

commotion and violence of a
community; public order and security:
He was arrested for being drunk and
disturbing the peace.
4. freedom of the mind from annoyance,
distraction, anxiety, an obsession,
etc.; tranquillity; serenity.
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STEP V. ILLUSTRATION

How can a criminal be justified?

his way. From the outside looking in, we can easily judge and
point out the criminal's flaws and faults. But what if we were the
criminal? How do we view ourselves in this situation? Do we
even realize we did something wrong? Do we even know we are
bad and corrupt? Do we accept our responsibilities and actions?
Do we blame others for what we have done?

A jury of his peers will judge him on the facts and see if he
commited an unlawful crime. But only the judge can truly let a
guilty man off and walk free. Usually the judge requests the
criminal to pay a fee or fine for the crime. If he does no time in jail
or prison he definitely pays a fee. But there are cases where the
judge will find no fault and somehow allow the criminal to go on
29

Jesus is not only our lawyer, but he is ultimately the judge. Not
only is he the judge, but he becomes the criminal and goes to be
punished for us and in our place. He essentially let's us off the
book for all the wrong we have done. Not only are we free to go,
but he does not condemn us. Even though he knows we are guilty.
He covers us with his love and his sacrifice covers us with his
redeeming ways.

In conclusion…

The hardest part of this entire concept is taking up the offer of this
free gift.
Are we willing to accept this blessing which Jesus has presented?
This is salvation. We have traveled down this hard, honest road towards righteousness. And even though we cannot achieve it on
our own, we have the free will to accept or deny what has been
placed before us.

The foundation has been laid.
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xxxi

PERAGO
Finally, we have this precious promise of God from Romans

Would you like to follow the Romans Road To Salvation?

8:38-39; “For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any
powers, neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation,
will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ

If so, here is an example of a prayer you can pray to God. Saying
this prayer is a way to declare to God that you are relying on Jesus
Christ for your salvation. The words themselves will not save you.
Only faith in Jesus Christ can provide salvation!

Jesus our Lord.”

“God, I know that I have sinned against
you and am deserving of punishment.
But Jesus Christ took the punishment
that I deserve so that through faith in
Him I could be forgiven. With your help,
I place my trust in You for salvation.
Thank You for Your wonderful grace and
forgiveness – the gift of eternal life!
Amen!”
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WHEN IN ROME
Romans carries some other great themes throughout the letter from
Paul to the Church of Rome. Check out these topics and their
locations in the book of Romans.

THE POWER OF THE GOOD NEWS - 1:16-17

EVERYONE IS GUILTY - 1:18-32

NO ONE IS GOOD - 2:9-20

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE ACCEPTABLE TO GOD - 5:1-11

GOD’S LOVE – LOVE THAT NEVER ENDS - 8:31-39

ANYONE CAN BE SAVED - 10:5-21

CHRIST BRINGS NEW LIFE - 12:1-8

RULES FOR CHRISTIAN LIVING - 12:9-21
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